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Read The Ex-Husband’s Revenge By Dragonsky Chapter 223 – “Leon, I gave you the ten percent dividends not just because

you increased the efficiency of the raw materials and because you developed new products, but also because you managed to

secure the cooperation of the Wick Group for the company! You deserve these rewards, you don’t have to split them with

anyone! As for Mister Wallace, all of the higher–ups in the company have their dividends based on their position and

contributions.

“Once he assumes the position of the manager of the second factory, he’ll be a company executive. Then, we’ll naturally get

some as well. You don’t have to worry about him!” Iris said firmly.

Most of the executives in the company only had one or two percent. Even Ashwin and Ariel only had eight percent and six

percent respectively.

Most of those people have been with Iris for over two years. All of them contributed to the company.

If Stanley got five percent of the dividends simply for helping Leon a little, she would not know how to explain it to the other

executives!

It was not realistic at all!

“Oh, alright then.”

After listening to Iris’s explanations, Leon felt like he thought of things too simply. He decided to dispel his earlier thoughts.

At the factory, Stanley had a complicated feeling in his heart when he saw the announcement from human

resources.

Even though he was not the main person behind both of those matters, he was still more or less important.

Particularly when it came to increasing the efficiency of raw materials, he worked hard on that for the past

two years.

Leon managed to find success easily partially thanks to his contributions.

However, his hard work was not mentioned at all in the announcement.

It was obvious how he would feel!

“I thought that Mister Wolf was a decent person, but it seems like all these people are just the same!” Stanley scoffed at himself.

Since ancient times, whenever war was won, all of the glory went to the generals. No one would remember

the contributions of the foot soldiers.

Leon was the general, and he was just the nameless foot soldier beneath Leon.

Ring ring ring!

At that moment, he heard his phone start to ring. He took out his phone to see that it was a call from Guido, the factory manager.

Guido wanted to see Stanley for something.

In the office, Stanley stood in front of Guido’s desk.

“Mister Boyd, do you need me for anything?” Stanley said respectfully.

“Mister Wallace, the higher–ups have something they need you to do. They want you to add some things into production…”

Guido had a meaningful smile on his face.

Stanley opened the document to look it over and was immensely shocked.

“Mister Boyd, one of the things being added is restricted material. If this is added into production, the product will be done for!”

Stanley’s expression changed.

As someone part of the production line, he could immediately tell that there was a problem with the newly added substances.

“I know! You don’t have to bother with that. You just need to do as you’re told! Once this thing is done, you’ll benefit a lot…”

Guido said calmly.

“That…”

“Could someone be targeting Mister Wolf?” Stanley immediately understood when he thought about the announcement made by

the human resources department.

Leon was already the person in control of production. The moment any problems happened, Leon would be the first one blamed!
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